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Abstract:-  Image processing is form of signal processing for 

which the input and output as an image. Function 

approximation, classification including pattern and sequence 

recognition, pattern recognition, data processing these are the 

applications of artificial neural network. Artificial neural 

network have also been used to diagnose several cancers. 

Advantage of artificial neural network is, it reduces time. 

Recognizing moving objects from a stationary background is 

being a very critical task in the ongoing technological work. But 

this approach is now successfully accomplished by using the 

method of 'background subtraction'. This is a quiet simple 

technique to understand but on the other hand it includes a 

various complicated algorithms to perform. Separate vision of a 

moving object in a stationary background is carried on with the 

help of this technique and this technique can have allot of real 

time apps such as security purpose and traffic monitoring. Just 

care should be taken that it is not fail to work in some silently 

moving backgrounds like slinging of leaves and rain drops etc. 

This experiments show simple method of this background 

subtraction technique using a Web camera and final results are 

obtained after this which simply detects the moving objects. 

Keywords—Background subtraction, SOBS (self organizing 

background subtraction), moving object, PTZ (PAN-TILT-

ZOOM),Neural Network, Pattern Recognition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A neural network is a system that emulates the abilities if the 

brain by establishing recognition of a particular input and 

producing the appropriate output. Artificial network is a 

program that can solve any type of mimic structure. It is also 

used to diagnose the medical conditions like cancers which is 

 

highly beneficial and can also be used to recognize the 

patterns which are captured by the camera. Detecting moving 

objects provides the recognition, classification of objects. 

Self organizing approach used for separating foreground and 

background scenes.[1] Purpose is providing segmentation of 

moving objects, ghost and shadows. Sakbot architecture is 

used (statistic and knowledge based object tracker) in 

different 

range and different environments.[2] Background subtraction 

also known as foreground detection technique in the fields of  

image processing.BGS (Background Subtraction) algorithms 

and post processing techniques are used.[3] SOBS is self 

organizing background subtraction algorithm. And sobs 

provides robustness against false detection.[4] This proposes 

a framework of visual urban traffic monitoring system 

capable of obtaining the traffic flow at intersections of city in 

cheap way.[5] Spatial coherence and fuzzy learning are used 

into the background model update process.[6] Continuous 

recovery method is for time real time recovering from 

tracking failure in monocular localization. System can 

quickly & continuously activate tracking failure by observing 

two different localization.[7] 

Multivalued background foreground separation, formulate 

fuzzy approach to background model update procedure. It 

deal with problem that arising when crisp settings are 

involved.[8] 

Bayesian framework is used for spectral, spatial and temporal 

features to characterize the background appearance .novel 

learning proposed for adapt gradual and sudden background 

changes.[9] Multiple methods are used in background 

subtraction. Provides a review based on speed, memory 

requirements and accuracy.[10]  Object segmentation based 

on motion information, such segments may incorrect due to 

corona effect .Image segmented into region with 

displacement vector including texture edges. So it tends to 

over segmentation with respect to moving object scene.[11] 

Approach for detecting vehicles in traffic monitoring using 

image analysis and Rule based Reasoning for traffic 

monitoring system.[12] Detecting regions using multiple 

images of same scene but different time. It’s done because of 

number of applications, including remote sensing, 

surveillance, medical diagnosis, And treatment, civil 

infrastruc ture and underwater sensing.[13]. 
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                  Figure 1: Architecture of Neural Network 

 

Figure 1 shows Neural network in which involves input layer 

apply as neurons on hidden layer process it generating an 

appropriate output. Neural network is a system that recognize 

a particular input and producing appropriate output. Artificial 

neural network is interconnected group of nodes. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Alfredo Petrosino author proposed approach based on self 

organization through artificial neural network which is used 

in image processing. Detecting moving objects provides the 

recognition and classification of objects. Self organizing 

approach used for separating foreground and background 

scenes. camera based on the adoption of artificial neural 

networks which are among the soft computing tool most 

frequently used for several video surveillance tasks. 

Advantages of self organizing approach such as adaptively 

and learning. This can handle the moving backgrounds 

gradual illumination.[1] R.Cucchiara Author present 

approach is providing segmentation of moving objects, ghost 

and shadows.aim is achieve the correct detection. Sakbot 

(statistic and knowledge based object tracker) is in different 

range and different environments. Advantage is traffic 

monitoring.[2] Donavan H.Parks Author evaluates BGS 

algorithms. Background subtraction also known as 

foreground detection technique in the fields of image 

processing and computer vision where in an images 

foreground is extracted for further processing.aim of post 

processing techniques is improve the result.[3] 

Lucia Maddalena author proposed experimental result of 

SOBS algorithm. SOBS is self organizing background 

substation algorithm. Which is implements an approach for 

moving object detection based on neural network. And sobs 

provides robustness against false detection.[4] S. Cheung 

Author proposed a framework of visual urban traffic 

monitoring system capable of obtaining the traffic flow at 

intersections of city in cheap way. The system is evaluated 

using traffic scenes recorded under different conditions 

.simple techniques are used such as frame differencing and 

adaptive median filtering.[5] Lucia Maddalena proposed a 

spatial coherence and fuzzy function method is depending on 

self organization through ANN detecting the object with set 

of predefined scenes feature. Spatial coherence is used for 

robustness against false detection and fuzzy function which 

compare pixel by pixel on the basis of background 

subtractions fuzzy function will improves the accuracy of 

detection. [6] 

Giuseppe Lisanti proposed real time tracking failure with 

PTZ cameras. Modularities Trade off involve when it 

compares two modularities is captured by analyzing 

information expected that is extract from scene map. This is 

helpful in four main conditions which is blurred frames, weak 

textured scene not up to date map &occlusion due to sensor 

quantization.[7]   Alfredo Petrosino author proposed 

approach based on multivalued background foreground 

separation formulate fuzzy technique. Crisp setting need to 

define method with its parameter and usually this is not allow 

dealing with backgrounds uncertainty. So several author 

introduce fuzzy approach which compute pixel by pixel. It 

introduce automatic update phase and data dependency for 

future background model contribution of pixel this is called 

multivalued SOBS algorithm. Detecting the moving objects 

from a particular video frame is not a simple task. There are 

many factors which affects our research. In background 

subtraction method we compare the frames of a video. Each 

video frame is compared with the previous one n on the basis 

of that pixel wise change in the frame is observed. And with 

the help of these changes movements of object is identified. 

The problems which arises in this method is heavy 

movements of object for e.g. at a traffic signal when the 

signal is red all cars are stationary. So it’s quiet easier to 

identify moving objects at that instant, big when the signal a 

green or vehicles started moving in such cases it a difficult to 

detect moving objects. Some other obstacles are snow fall, 

fog and raindrops which affect the accuracy of background 

subtraction. Background subtraction n moving object 

detection: in this session actual work starts, frames of a video 

are compared n the changes occurring in it an observed with 

help of pixels. And object is detected.[8]  

W. Huang proposed under Bayesian framework to 

characterize the background appearance. Background 

subtraction method is nowadays in wide use in varying 

application along with the  image detection ,shadow detection 

also be carried by using background subtraction. Alight 

source of significant intensity and a background is included 

along with the moving object. Object moves between the 

light source and background and its image is cast and 

background subtraction.[9] M.Piccardi proposed background 

subtraction review based on speed, memory requirements and 

accuracy. The methods are running Gaussian average, 

temporal median filter, mixture of Gaussian, kernel density 

estimation (KDE), sequential KD approximation cooccurence 

of image variations, eigenbackground. Gaussian average and 

median filter and simple method having limited memory 

requirement.  

KDE gives very good model accuracy it has high memory 

eigenbackground and cooccurence gives address spatial 

coorolation it has a good accuracy against time and memory 

complexity.[10] 

Jurgen stauder proposed issue along with the advantages and 

limitation of background subtraction method. Background 

subtraction of objects along with their shadows also objects 

are placed between light source and static background. Here 

we also looked over the time consumed memory required and 
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accuracy of background subtraction method.[11] Rita 

cucchiara proposed traffic monitoring approach for vehicle 

tracking in which consist of two levels first is low level and 

second one is high level. Low level based on image 

processing .and high level based on symbolic data. In which 

identify the module and compare their position, speed and 

motion direction during time. High level is knowledge based 

system.[12] R.J Radke Proposed systematic  survey of 

common steps and core rules in modern change detection. In 

which includes hypothesis testing, predictive models and 

background modeling also consist of preprocessing 

method.[13] 

 

In given table, it shows different types of techniques used in 

a neural network, in self organization approach to 

background subtraction for visual surveillance application 

paper includes self organization through artificial neural 

network which is used for cognitive science it can handle 

gradual illumination variation and camouflage effect. 

In fuzzy coherence it introduces spatial coherence variant 

technique to enhance robustness against false detection and 

formulate fuzzy model which is compute pixel by pixel 

background model. 

Sobs techniques provide robustness   against false detection  

to provide continuous coverage of people and vehicles. 

Sakbot architecture will exploits color information for 

shadow detection to improve object segmentation and 

background update. 

BGS algorithm used for achieving robust foreground 

segmentation mask. 

Fuzzy approach will compute pixel by pixel analyzing. 

Continuous recovery technique able to recover from  several 

different failures while zooming in week textured scene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table1: Different techniques and algorithms in neural       

network. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

We afford the problem of moving object detection for 

Webcam based on the adoption of artificial neural networks 

(ANNs), which are among the soft computing tools most 

frequently adopted for several video surveillance tasks, due to 

their well-known advantages, such as adaptively and 

learning. Indeed, an ANN can modify its connection weights 

using some training algorithms or learning rules; by updating 

the weights, the ANN can optimize its connections to adapt to 

changes in the environment. The capability of neural 

networks in emulating many unknown functional links by 

learning offline a limited set of representative examples 

allows one to infer a function from observations. This allows 

one to learn representations of the input that capture silent 

input distribution features. Neural network-based solutions to 

moving object detection have received considerable attention 

due to the fact that these methods are usually more effective 

and efficient than traditional ones. the Here we propose a 

neural-based background subtraction approach to moving 

object detection in image sequences , where the background 

Paper Algorithm 

/Technique 

Description 

Self organization approach 
to background subtraction 

for visual surveillance 

application[1] 

Self organization 
through artificial 

network 

Used in cognitive 
science. It can handle 

gradual illumination 

variation and 
camouflage. 

A fuzzy spatial coherence 

based approach to 

background /foreground 
separation for moving 

object detection[6] 

Spatial coherence 

variant 

To enhance 

robustness against 

false detection and 
formulate fuzzy 

model which is 

compute pixel by 
pixel background 

model. 

The SOBS algorithm: what 

are limits[4]  

SC-SOBS  Provide further 

robustness against 

false detection. 

System for video 

surveillance and 

monitoring[5] 

Video surveillance 

and monitoring 

project 

To provide 

continuous coverage 

of people and 
vehicles in   

Detecting moving object 

,ghosts and shadows in 

video streams[2] 

Sakbot architecture It exploits color 

information for both 

background 
subtractions and 

shadow detection to 

improve object 
segmentation and 

background update. 

Evaluation of background 

subtraction algorithms with 

post processing[3] 

BGS algorithm  For achieving robust 

foreground 

segmentation masks. 

Multivalued  

background/foreground 
separation   moving object 

detection[8] 

Fuzzy approach  Compute pixel by 

pixel  

Continuous recovery for 

real time Pan Tilt Zoom 
localization and 

mapping[7]  

Continuous  

Recovery  

Able to recover from 

several diff failures 
while zooming in 

week textured scene. 
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model automatically adapts in a self-organizing way to the 

scene background variations.  

Such variations can be both those arising in a usual stationary 

camera setting and those due to the PTZ camera movement. 

In suppose the changes due to gradual illumination variations, 

to waving trees, or to shadows cast by moving objects this 

type of variations are accurately handled by a neural 

background model. For stationary cameras variation has 

proven to accurately model image sequences and their 

variations in time; this provides a background model 

particularly suitable for moving object detection, allowing us 

to robustly deal with typical problems of background 

subtraction. Handling of variations due to the camera 

movement is ensured by a novel registration.  

Therefore, contrary to previous background compensation-

based approaches to moving object detection for Web 

cameras, background subtraction is achieved by an accurate 

and well-settled model, suitably adapted to the problem at 

hand, and not by frame differencing, which is notoriously 

sensitive to noise and variations in illumination and subject to 

the aperture problem. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Architecture Diagram 

 

Refer Figure 2: Architecture Diagram 

PTZ camera can capture the image and saves images 

sequencing in database. Then image sequencing is 

done. 

The operations as follows  

1. Computing the homography. 

2. Finding the best match. 

3. Updating the model for pixel. 

4. Initializing the model for new background 

pixels.  

 After this operation result is found that is 

background subtraction and detecting moving 

object. 

In Figure 3, Camera captures video in the form of sequencing 

images which formulate frame format. Frame format will  

 
Figure 3: Flow of video surveillance system 

preprocessing frames that convert into 3x3 frame format and 

produced background subtraction, moving object detection 

produced output as background subtraction images. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Experimental result for moving object detection using the 

proposed approach has been produced for image sequence 

taken by Webcam. This image sequence consist of 80 frames 

with 320 X 240 spatial resolution. The scene consist of lady 

moving in boardroom. The computed result   acquired using 

proposed method in MATLAB tool detects moving object  

correctly and It is  fast ,flexible and precise in terms of pixel 

accuracy. 

 

 

                 
a)                                                  b) 

 

                 
                  c)                                                     d)    

Figure 4: Segmentation of sequence a) original frame b)clean 

foreground c)detected object d)final output. 

Refer Figure 4 for segmentation of sequence. Figure 4(a) 

shows that initial or Original Frame of video. Figure 4(b) 

shows that clean foreground of video and figure 4(c)(d) 

shows that detected object and final output of the video 

respectively. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Hence we presented a self organizing method for subtracting 

background by analyzing pattern recognition for background 

subtraction. It will detect object using neurons which are used 

by artificial neural network. Background subtraction is one of 

key technique for automatic image sequence analysis, 

especially in domain of video surveillance. Image sequence 

compare performance of background subtraction techniques 

with post processing according to ability to meet different 

methods such as used in table 1. Image sequence taken from 

Webcam it will produce detecting object by using pixel 

computing .The proposed approach is proves accurate and 

efficient for moving object detection. 
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